
. INSPIRATION! .
My picture of the week...

I am astounded by the profound beauty we find in nature.
Look at the simplicity of this olive branch; yet, look closer

to see the sheen of the olive & the patterning of each
olive skin, the softness of the leaves and the way the sun

shines on each little piece of fruit.

Think about the color OLIVE:
It is the color of wisdom & feminine leadership
Olive is peace through compassion for humanity



Olive leaves crowned Olympic winners
The olive branch is a symbol of peace or victory

. ART .
These eyes make my heart melt !!

This is Jack. Jack is an 11 year old Harrier Hound,
cheerful, sweet & friendly. Adopted into a new home
where he is finding lots of love from Mom, kids and

especially from his 'Dad'!

I drew him on an OLIVE background because it is subtle
& contemplative. His colors and those of the flowers look

simply perfect on this quiet color. [Check out the LINK
below for other examples of my Artwork.]

LINK to Custom Artwork



Jack will have his portrait hung at the NEW ARF Facility
in Columbia Station. I have included the LINK below if
you'd like to check out the new Shelter. It is outstanding!

Berea Animal Rescue Facility

. HOME DESIGN .
Is the sophistication of OLIVE for your home ?

Great style is only one color away. This beautiful olive
tone is used on all wall, trim, doors and shelving. It

unifies this space with sophistication & style.

Artwork makes a Contemporary statement

Modern lighting will add a warm glow

Books offer needed spectral accents

The dark copper leather sofa is warm & comforting

Neutral chairs & carpet provide restful notes

LINK to Home Design INSIGHT on our Website



. PAPER FLOWERS .
Lilies & Leaves...

This pretty composition looks ever so chic in a little
corrugated, oval container. Sweet touches of pink blend
perfectly with olive tones in the leaves and Lily centers.

Flowers consist of a Compass Rose, Sparkler Mum,
Elaborate French Lily, Australian Opal Flower & Leaves.

LINK to Paper Flower
Instructions

. PAINTED FURNITURE .
Olive Love ! YUM !



Transformative! This totally natural OLIVE color is the
perfect tone for this restored vintage chest. A single coat
of paint over raw wood is enough to let some of the wood
graining show through. Paired with black & Library style

drawer pulls it becomes a style statement!

LINK to our Painted Furniture
Projects

With my every best wish...



In this pix I am happy to be surrounded by soft OLIVE colors.
My husband's shirt, my sweater. For some reason when I look

in my closet I find lots & lots of black skirts and olive green
separates. It has always been a color that has captivated me!

EMERALD & VIOLET STUDIO
We are all about Art, Color & Design!!!

I am working on creating classes that I will be able to
share with you online, via Zoom or another method. I'll be

in touch as soon as I have it all developed.
Until then take good care, be well & stay healthy!



A LINK to our Website:

Hours:
Currently closed...

Call Barbara at #216.310.0080 with any questions!

Emerald & Violet Studio
9722 Columbia Road, Olmsted Falls 44138

216.310.0080

www.emeraldandvioletstudio.com


